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After The Putman and The
Jervois, both in Hong Kong’s
Central district, luxury
accommodation developer
National Properties has opened
its third boutique hotelapartment building within
walking distance of Causeway
Bay. Instead of employing the
likes of Andre Putman and
Christian Liaigre, however, this
time the company tapped the
local design pool, hiring Joseph
Fung to develop the interior
concept and Florent Nedelec
the facade.
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Twenty One Whitfield offers
a relaxing, ‘home-style living’
ambience in its 54 stylish and
fully equipped suites which
are spread over 36 levels. The
building’s elegant exterior
was designed to optimise
ventilation and natural light
penetration. From its grey
granite lobby through to
its minimalist suites, Fung’s
main focus was on balancing
aesthetics with efficient use
of space. Each of the 585sq ft
suites incorporates customdesigned furniture, including a
queen-sized bed with attached
desk; a kitchenette; stateof-the-art appliances; and
floor-to-ceiling windows; all
complemented by a palette of
natural tones and bright little
trinkets intended to remind
guests of their stay. Among the
support features are a business
centre, a complimentary gym
membership, a fifth-floor
podium garden and an openair, rooftop sun deck with
barbecue facilities for rent.
Given that there are only two
suites per floor, guests also
enjoy extra privacy, and the
open layout affords a stunning
city vista.

In a market already crowded
with properties flaunting a
similar product, Twenty One
Whitfield’s cosmopolitan design
makes for an oasis of calm
– a soothing contrast to the
bustling Causeway Bay district.

twenty one whitfield
hong Kong
Florent nedelec and Joseph Fung
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